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Increasing inkjet printing
speed challenges the media

‘Coated media plays and will
continue to play a key role in
the fast expanding high-speed
printing markets, especially
in the full colour commercial
application arena’

Technology today evolves quickly and businesses need to keep up or
lose out. The digital printing world is no exception. Recently the inkjet
markets have experienced revolutionary changes, a high-speed printing
revolution. Yet with change come opportunities for those with a keen eye.
But one thing is for sure: in print the right media is essential, as is the
right paper partner.
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Dr. David Croll, strategic programme
manager Graphic Arts Media,
Canon Océ

ixed array print-head technologies have massively
increased inkjet printing speeds while maintaining
valuable colour capabilities and quality expectations.

Combined, such hardware advances now open up the
opportunity to review all popular traditional (analogue)
printing applications and seek out the jobs that will benefit
from variable data interventions made possible through
digital solutions – applications such as labels, corporate
customisation, gift wrapping, point-of-sale signage,

publications and personalised marketing or promotional

materials, to name just a few. In fact, with a little thought the
opportunities are now endless.

Colourful large format printing
‘All our JETSCRIPT high-speed inkjet papers are coated with
an ink-receiver layer. Naturally this has a certain higher cost
when compared to treated or uncoated paper alternatives.
But there are many valuable benefits in print imaging, print
densities, ink saving possibilities, as well as higher speeds
during production due to the increased drying capabilities as
a result of the inkjet-dedicated coating technologies applied to
the surface of the paper. We continuously optimise our media
to remain competitive for the quality print jobs.’

But what exactly is an “inkjet coated” media?
In the aqueous inkjet world a coated media generally means
a specifically designed off-line coating applied using an
advanced, sophisticated and dedicated coating machine. The
coating is laid down on the surface of the substrate, i.e. paper,
to manage the ink colourant and water absorption and is able
to hold the colourant higher on the surface while releasing
the water to evaporate efficiently and therefore maximising
densities and increasing the colour gamut. Furthermore, such
coatings are designed to minimise other, often more physical

New challenges

challenges such as cockle and curl, which are also key

Nevertheless, all capable business leaders know

concerns as speeds increase.

that with technical advances come new challenges.
High-speed inkjet printing technologies, from roll-

Claudia Vogel, sales and marketing director for Mitsubishi

to-roll, roll-to-sheet productions machines to

HiTec Paper, states, ‘Mitsubishi is dedicated to providing

multi-feed plotter or larger format printers are now

the right products, enabling our customers to utilise today’s

able to print at mind-blowing speeds. Speeds which

technologies and maximise their potential. In fact we don’t

inevitably mean that the media used must be able to

stop there, but we are continuously improving our inkjet paper

receive and manage huge amounts of ink in a blink

portfolio’s ability to meet current demands and developing

of an eye. Using the wrong media for the job can

products to suit future application or print requirements.

easily create a bottleneck slowing down the process

Inkjet today is an exciting place to be and we are proud to

considerably, a very costly mistake.

be a market leader in coated media and of our high quality
reputation. It’s a colourful world but in order to do it justice

Market-leading inkjet media

in print the right media is essential, as is the right paper

Mitsubishi HiTec Paper, part of the Mitsubishi Paper

partner”.

Mills group, has a long history in developing and
manufacturing market-leading inkjet coated paperbased media. The JETSCRIPT inkjet papers are

Mitsubishi HiTec Paper supplies a range of coated

designed specifically to manage the increasing

papers for digital printing applications, such as direct

ink demands and ensure maximised productivity
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thermal, inkjet, label papers and carbonless (self-copy)

regardless of the application employed. Ralf Buhl,

marketing manager for Mitsubishi HiTec Paper, says,

paper. For more information visit

Colourful flyers, mailings and post cards

www.mitsubishi-paper.com

